IVA NOVA
EXTREME FEMININE POWER FROM RUSSIA SLAVIC SOUL MEETS CABARET AND JAZZ-PUNK!
The four ladies of IVA NOVA are inspired by Slavic folk music, but they give their music also a very personal touch. A rather
wild touch, we might add. Don't expect traditional Russian folk, these ladies rock a little too hard for that. Their sonic
expression is girlish and playful, yet feminine and proud. And if the accordion player picks up her accordion, she makes you
dream of the Russian soul. But when one of the singers picks up her electric guitar, she brings you right back to the big city
and its exciting urban feeling.
The band was formed in 2002 in St. Petersburg, and traveled to Western Europe for the first time in 2004, after the release
of their debut album. Ever since, they've been touring extensively, playing in numerous clubs and festivals in many
countries. Besides lyrics in Russian IVA NOVA have songs in Ukrainian, Bulgarian or Georgian language. Along with exploiting
endless folklore resources they creatively experiment with many other styles. The amazing live show of IVA NOVA is a
colourful mix of lyrical songs and energetic punk dances – that’s pure musical anarchy!
www.youtube.com/watch?v=24S80G6vDRg
www.youtube.com/user/IvaNovaBand
www.iva-nova.ru
„Iva Nova is definetely the coolest Russian female band” Rolling Stone Russia
„The Russain Pogues” VPro Radio (Netherlands)
„Iva Nova, a high-energy all-woman band that combines Russian folk and punk, has a reputation as one of the best
live act on the club circuits of both Moscow and its hometown of St. Petersburg” The Moscow Times
„They're out on the edge, bursting through musical barriers - folk, punk rock, rock 'n' roll, art rock with an energy and talent which would have given John Bonham a run for his money,
and might get Jimmy Page practicing heavy guitar riffs" fRoots
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